
Pet Waste Plinko How-to Guide

Materials List:
- 48” x 24” (¼” peg accessories) White Pegboard

- ¼” x 2” or ¼”x 1 ½”  wooden dowel pins~ 200

- 5 1”x ½” boards cut at 24” each

- 18oz Gorilla wood glue or super glue

- Green paint (sample size)

- Blue paint (sample size)

- Paint brushes

- 0.75” game chips (nickels work well too)

- Prizes of your choice

Estimated Cost of Materials = ~ $100



How to Build:
- With a pencil, outline the frame of your plinko board design (in this case, the

wood pieces that form the triangle).

- Insert dowel pins in each row that is within the frame (when inserting dowel pins,
place one in every other hole. Never have a dowel pin directly next to, above, or
below another dowel pin. Always leave one hole between pins).

- Insert dowel pins at the bottom of the plinko board as dividers (for this step, place
dowel pins in a vertical line in any place that you want a divider. Do not skip holes
in the divider lines). For the board pictured above, there are dividers on the ends
of the board so that the game chip does not fall out. There are also dividers
separating the blue section from both of the green sections.

- Once all dowel pins are inserted, glue a wood piece to the left and right sides of
the board.  Glue the wide, flat side of wood to the board. (you should be able to
glue these along the lines that you previously traced) This should give you the
left and right sides of the triangular frame (see below).

- Next, Glue a piece of wood to the bottom of your dividers to create a border on
the bottom of the board. The thin side of the wood should be glued to the board
and the wide sides should be facing up/down. You can glue underneath the last
dowel pins that make up your dividers, or glue the wood between the last two
pins of your divider lines. This should create a line across the board that the
game chip will hit and stop at.

- (Optional) Glue another piece of wood to the piece you just put in place.  Glue
the wide side to the wide side, making the pieces fit together as one. This will
make the frame more stable and provide more surface area for you to glue your
final piece of wood.



- Glue your final piece of wood to the other two pieces on the bottom of the board,
creating a wall that extends vertically to keep the game chip from hitting the
bottom and bouncing out. Glue the wide side of your final wood piece to the thin
sides of the bottom wood pieces.

- Paint the sections of your board as you please.

- Add text to your board if necessary.

How to Play:
- Set the board up on an easel so that it is leaning back. Leaning the board against

a wall or table will work as well. (The board must be angled. If it is not leaning
enough, the game chips will fall off the board as they are making their way
through the dowel pins).

- Insert game chip at the top of the plinko board

- Allow game chip to fall on its own and make its way through the board

- If chip lands in green sections (on the left and right sides of the board), you win

- If chip lands in blue section (middle of the board), try again

- Prizes will be given to all who play the game- 2 prizes for winners


